Unit 3

How to plan sessions

Enter your username and password on the log in screen. This will have
been texted or emailed to you before or during your Oomph! training
course. If you forget or can’t find either your username or password get
in touch with us as Oomph! HQ on 020 3784 7989
The Oomph! app is a ‘web app’ meaning it’s an app that works from a
website. As a result, it can work on any phone, tablet or laptop
connected to wifi or mobile data (3G/4G)
Available at: http://oomph.kareinn.com/login
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As an Oomph! app user you will have a unique log-in that will
mean you can see your information and all the participants
you have registered. You will be able to view participant
registered at venues you are linked with.
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After you log in you’ll arrive at the home screen which is also
the Oomph! activity resource screen. Here you can view all the
activity resources on the Oomph! app
From the home screen you can tap or click on the orange lines
in the top-left corner to access the menu
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The menu tool bar is a grey bar that appears on the left-hand side of
the screen when you click or tap the orange menu button. The menu
bar is the place to navigate to other parts of the app, such as
registering participants, searching activity ideas, new & noteworthy
content, favourite activities or reviewing your instructor information.
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Adding a new participant is a key function of the Oomph! app.
Without it you will not be able to evidence your Oomph!
sessions and the incredible impact you have!

From the menu bar, when you
tap ‘Participants’ you will arrive
at the participants page. Here
you can view everyone you
have registered and register
new participant but tapping on
the ‘Add Participant’ button

From the ‘Add Participant’
page it will ask you to enter in
the details for a new participant
such as name, date of birth and
contact information
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A key part of adding a participant is completing full set of registration
questions and the Sport England Physical Activity questions. These are
essential parts of registration for participant safety, your legal requirements
and our commitment to Active Ageing
Date of Birth

Some participants may not be
comfortable sharing their date of
birth on the Oomph! app. It is really
important that we have information
on the year of birth of participants to
we know the age of the people we are
supporting. Participants can put
01/01/yyyy or the 31/12/yyyy so we
will not have their actual date of birth
but do have their year of birth.

Level of Physical Activity
These questions are to gauge how
physically active an individual is. It
asks about walking, cycling and
exercise classes. The majority of
your participants are only likely to
answer the walking question, but
make sure you ask each question
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The data protection and GDPR requirements of the Oomph!
app are included at the bottom of the first registration page.
This include links to show the full terms of conditions for
participants to consent to. It is a legal requirement and your
responsibility at an instructor that participants understand
and give informed agreement to the terms and conditions.

YOU MUST read out the statement for participants when completing
this final stage OR provide participants with a large text version to read
through. A large text version of this can be found in your Operations
Manual or contact us direct for a copy of it. Everything has been made
to be GDPR compliant

Participants have the right to view their data at any time. Participants can
ask you to view their data. If you have any questions regarding this please
contact Oomph! HQ on 0203 784 7989
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You may find that you need to edit participants details or
add a photo in. Alternately, a participant may no longer
attend your Oomph! session and you would like to remove
them from your participant list

Navigate to the participants
page from the menu. On the
right hand side of every
participant you will find a
yellow down arrow – click
or tap here to see the options
for participants

Once you are on a participants
profile, you can edit the
information or ‘archive’ the
participant (remove details) by
clicking or tapping on the
options at the yellow down
arrow
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Activity resources are designed to give you plenty of ideas for
Oomph! sessions across a huge range of sports and exercises. It
includes moving animations of exercises along with guides on
activities and drills which link in to a variety of games for group
of participants to enjoy
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There are lots of activity and exercise ideas on the Oomph! app and
sometime you need that perfect programme for your group. To do
this you can search through activities on the activities home page
by selecting your filter

Category – is the type of sport or exercise for example
volleyball, slipper soccer, cricket or many of the others
Type - is the type of activity being an exercise based, mental
stimulation, group interactive games etc
Standing / Seated – is to select if the activity will involve
seated or standing requirements to make sure its
appropriate for your participants
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You will come across form activity programme which you think are
utterly fantastic! and you want to deliver them time and time again.
To make sure it’s easy to find it in the future you can ‘star’ the
activity so it can be found in your favourites page

To favourite
an activity just
click or tap
the star next
to each
activity listing
to make it
solid blue. You
can
unfavourite it
by tapping it
again
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We update new activities on the Oomph! app every month with
content be created with our sporting partners. We will also put
activities up related to the time of the year or what’s going on that
month, whether is Wimbledon, FA Cup final or the Ashes

You will then see a list of all the new activities and ideas related
to that month or any new activities and sports we have built in
the Oomph! app

One of the most important part of the Oomph! app is to use it as
a digital register for your Oomph! sessions. Once you have
added participants you are able to register them as taking part
in your session

At the top bar of all the activity
programmes you will find the
‘Just Run This’ button in the
blue bar

•

Select the participants
that took part

•

Provide some star rated
feedback
•

Select how long the
activity went on for to
the closest 10 mins

•

Provide any extra
written feedback or
thoughts
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Although the Oomph! app is a web-app, you can still add an icon on your phone to
make is quick and simple to find. Follow the instructions below
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We know that Oomph! instructors like to be creative and pull together lots of
elements of different moves, sports, exercises to create their own session. So just
to make sure you can capture what you do we have the NONE OF THESE option so
you can let us know what you delivered
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Select the participants in the activity
And then rate the activity, state how long is lasted for and type details
about what you did
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Activity Insights give you the feedback on the sessions your running that
you can use to see how your sessions are going or print it to add in to
your documents and paperwork for your settings and/or participants

Go to the menu bar and tap /
click on ‘Activity Insights’

Select your venue
location and you will be
taken through to the
session data for your
venue and session data
for your participants
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Join the Oomph! Community Facebook group
Search ‘Oomph! in the Community’ and select to join
an the Oomph! admin will accept your invitation.
It’s a space to ask for advice and questions to post news
and pictures about your great work!

Setting up, running and delivering Oomph! classes
The Oomph! Operations manual as all the guidance on everything you
need to do in addition to leading you Oomph! sessions – this includes
all the advice of promoting, managing, finances and all the necessary
parts that make up a successful Oomph! session
Make sure you refer to your Ops manual for best practice advice and
guidance BUT don’t hesitate to call us for any ideas or support!

Get in touch with us using
the details below:

0203 784 7989
hello@oomph-wellness.org
@OomphWellness
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